
Report #4 

30 paintings gone: 335 waiting / 4 weeks of fascination, 48 
weeks still at the horizon. 
 
This was again a fascinating, jam-packed, surprising, busy 
and hopeful week: 
The paintings 22 – 28 found their owners : Michael Mamier 
in Germany, Thomy Akrivou in Greece, Alexandra Williams in 
England, Erich Wesener in Germany, Lyn Banks in Greece, 
Nick Cooper in England, Zana Kontomanoli in Greece. The 
hopes of the winners you can read in the gallery ,just click in 
the correlate picture. Heidi brought the pachages to the post 
office on Tuesday. 
And, unbelievable, a husband has won, following his wife. 
 
We had the joyful privilege to welcome here two winners, 
who passed by to get their paintings in person: Hans from 
Danmark and Rosemarie from the neighbour island Naxos. 
(Fotos and videos at the website.) 
 
Every day we enjoy the moment when the „lottery“ shows 
the winners. (See small videos at the website.) We hope 
very much that all who like these paintings and didn´t win 
until now, remain stubbornly to apply. In any case, the 
remaining 335 paintings have a chance to remember you on 
your hopes. 
 
All the hopes of all applicants oft he first four weeks we 
clustered in a tag cloud. Shows you the abundance and the 
priorities within. (See „hopes“ at the website.) There you’ll 
find also once a week all hopes related, associated to one 
specific painting. 
 
We feel rewarded and we are deeply pleased by the many 
individual, friendly and empathetic statements of the 
individual hopes, the abundance of life and the intense 
relationship between the art objects and the individual 



personalities.  
 
Thank you 
looking forward to hear your hopes 
 
Heidi + Peter 
 
 
PS: We are working on to invite more and more people, 
worldwide. Thank you especially if you support us in a good 
mood. 
 
PPS: Please have a look to „the team“ at the website. There 
is same space for new team members, who support or 
change or enhance the project. And how pleased we are by 
all the great and friendly support oft he new team members! 
 
 
Paintings for 
Hope: yes@paintingsforhope.org www.paintingsforhope.org 
subscribing the newsletter, inviting 
friends: www.paintingsforhope.org/news  actual 
art: www.cpseibt.com www.facebook.com/cpseibt  

 

 

	  


